Two-tone boxes
David Strip, AWA member
The latest issue of Fine Woodworking, issue
283, has an article on making veneered boxes. I
made a couple of boxes using the methods in
the article but found the process to be timeconsuming because, without a ready source of
veneer, I was using shop-made veneers. This
added a tedious extra step. In addition, the use
of veneers requires extra work in preparing the
core over which the veneers are applied. In this
article I’ll describe an alternative approach to
making boxes with contrasting interiors using
solid stock instead of veneer. In addition to
being a simpler, faster process, this approach
opens up opportunities to add design features
not possible with the veneered approach.

The boxes pictured above are all about
5”x8”x3½”. The final wall thickness for these
boxes is ⅜”. I found the ½” thickness of the
boxes in the FWW article to be too heavy for
boxes of this scale. Boxes this size require less
than one board foot of each wood, allowing you
to use more expensive figured woods without
breaking the budget. In addition, the boxes
above were all made with offcuts from old
projects, requiring no pieces more than 6” wide
and 18” long. The construction method is
basically that of a folded mitered box as
presented by Michael Benning at an AWA
meeting in 2015. (Video of presentation here.)
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Stock Selection and Preparation
Just like any project, selecting the right stock at
the beginning will determine the outcome. For
small boxes like this you are unlikely to have
issues with dimensional changes due to
humidity, especially if the box lives out its life in
New Mexico. That said, this is not a license to
completely ignore wood movement. Try to pick
woods with similar shrinkage coefficients.
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From an aesthetic perspective there are no
hard-and-fast rules about which woods work
together. A strong contrast between the woods
creates a more dramatic effect, as does the use
of highly figured woods. For the 5”x8”x3½”
boxes I’ve been building you will need a piece
6” x 18” of each species. If you are making
multiple boxes with the same woods, a piece
8”x18” will give you material for one and a half
boxes. Alternatively, if your stock isn’t thick
enough to get three slices, the 8”x18” board will
let you get what you need for one box from two
slices.
The first step in preparing the stock is to resaw
the board into slices that can be planed to
3/16”. The sidebar at the end of this article goes
into details about resawing if you are not
familiar with the process.
Plane your slices to 3/16”. Since each board will
be glued to one of the other species, you can
tolerate small areas of shallow misses in the
planning in order to avoid making your slices
thinner than you desire. If you choose to do this
you will want to be very careful about how
deep these skips are and keep track of where
they end up in the gluing so they don’t create
visible gaps later on.
At this point you have three slices of each
species. Select one slice of each to use for the
top and bottom of your box. Because the top is
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the largest visible surface you will generally
want to pick the most attractive piece for this
use.
Cut the stock for the sides from the remaining
slices. You should rip this stock to be ¼” to ½”
wider that the finished height of the box sides.
This rip cut should be the entire length of the
stock – do not cut the sides apart at this point.

Laminating the sides
Now it’s time to laminate the two species
together to make the stock the sides will be cut
from. Look closely at your material and make
sure you know which faces are going to be
glued together. The orientations are critical if
you’re trying to wrap the grain.
With a 3½” side height you can conveniently cut
your cauls from 2x4s. Because 2x4s have
rounded edges (and are never straight) you’ll
want to joint the face that will be clamped
against your workpiece. A layer of packing tape
on the jointed face will keep glue from sticking.

The picture above shows my setup for
laminating the sides. I clamp both sets of
laminate pairs at once. I’ll be using Titebond II
and a roller to spread the glue. While you can
probably get dried glue off the roller, you really
don’t want to be doing that, so have something
you can drop the roller in when you’re done
spreading the glue. The blue mats are silicone
baking mats to protect the bench top. Unlike
Kraft paper, nothing will stick to these.
Parchment and wax paper work nearly as well.
Pay attention so you don’t glue the two sets of
laminations together! Put wax paper or
parchment between the pairs to prevent them
from sticking together.
Once I’ve got the faces glued and everything in
a stack, I wrap the stack with two bands of
masking tape to help keep the pieces lined up.
Because we cut the pieces ¼” to ½” wider than
necessary, we do have room for a little slippage,
but care is still warranted to avoid too much
movement that will require you to rethink the
height of your box.
I clamped the stacked workpieces and cauls
using bar clamps. It’s quick and provides more

than enough clamping force. The upper and
lower rows of clamps face opposite directions
to keep the handles from interfering.
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Profiling the sides
The right time to sand and finish the stock is
before you start profiling the sides. The various
rabbets and dados will be cut through the
finish, eliminating the need to mask these
surfaces to insure good glue contact on
unfinished wood. Also finish one side of the
slice you set aside for the inner lid and bottom.

The width fits nicely with a standard cabinet
scraper. After scraping and sanding I finished
the inside and out with a wash coat of 1# cut
shellac followed by one coat of Bartley clear gel
stain.
Joint one edge of each laminated pair, then rip
to final width.
The profile is shown in the sketch above and to
the right. The inside of the box is to the right.
There are two rabbets, one to receive the inner
lid, one for the inner bottom. The dado on the
right is so the lid can fit over the lip on the
bottom part of the box. The dado should be just
deep enough to cut through the inner laminate
layer. The dado on the left is so you can locate
your cut to separate the top from the bottom. It

should be just deep enough to use to locate
your cut – about 1/16” is good. The dimension
labeled 1/8” that offsets the two dados should
match the kerf of the blade you will use to saw
the top from the bottom. Adjust this dimension
to match your blade. I use a super-thin kerf
Diablo blade with a kerf of about .070”. The
vertical dimension of the rabbets should match
the thickness of the stock for the inner lid and

bottom plus a hair more so that the side stock is
slightly proud of the inner lid/bottom. (It is
shown here as 3/16”, but actually should be
about 1/64” taller than the thickness of the
material, but I didn’t want to clutter the
drawing with oddball dimensions.)

The only dimension that is particularly critical is
the offset between the two dados. Any errors
here will require more fidgeting when you fit
the lid to the bottom. A router table with an
accurate lift and fence will make these cuts
more precise which will make later steps easier.
I use a carbide down-spiral bit to reduce tearout, especially on figured woods.

Mitering the sides
Before you start cutting the laminated pair into
the sides, cut an alignment spline that fits
precisely into the inside dado. For the profile
used here, that’s a spline 1/4" x 3/16”. The
length should be the perimeter of your box. In
this case that’s 26”. It’s OK if it’s a bit shorter,
maybe an inch or two. A snug fit will help keep
your box aligned when we glue up later. You
will also need a small piece of stock, perhaps
1”x1”, for an alignment block that also fits
snugly in the groove.
Cut the sides from the laminated stock with a
45°miter. I cut these on the table saw, tilting
the blade to the desired angle. The tilt scale on
most table saws is not reliable enough to make
an accurate miter. Instead, set the blade close
to 45° using an angle gauge, speed square, or
whatever you’re comfortable with. Now make a
test cut on two scraps of wood and form a

corner with the mitered faces. Check this corner
with an accurate square. If it’s dead on, you’re
good to go. Otherwise keep tweaking the blade
tilt until you get an accurate right angle. I’ve
found that on my saw I get a small difference in
angle when cutting stock as opposed to
trimming the miter by half or less of the kerf
width. I find the trimming approach more
repeatable, so I cut the sides to approximate
length, then trim to get them dead on. Getting
the pairs of sides to exactly match in length is
critical to getting a square box at the end, so
use a stop block on the miter gauge fence to get
identical length pieces. Save the offcuts – you
will need them later.

Taping and gluing the box
We will be using the folded miter technique to
create the box. To do so, we line up the sides of
the box in order and apply tape to the outside.
This is where the alignment spline you made
comes in – it keeps the pieces lined up so the
inside dado is aligned piece to piece.

Lay the spline on the bench and lay each side
piece so that the spline sits in the dado. Slide
the pieces together so that they butt against
one another. Clamp a batten over the lined up
side pieces to hold them in place while you tape
them together using clear packing tape1. You
are running tape along the long edge of the
assembly. By clamping the pieces together and
to the bench you can stretch the tape as you
apply it. After applying the first piece of tape,
remove the batten, rotate the assembly, and
clamp the batten back down. Now apply a
second line of tape parallel to the first along the
other long edge.

When folding the box together, use that 1” x 1”
alignment block you made earlier to assure the
sides align where the open corner meets.
I used a ratcheting strap clamp in addition to
the tape to tighten the corners. Don’t forget to
measure your diagonals to make sure the box is
square. This is a good time to clean up any
1

In the previously mentioned workshop, Benning
noted that 3M #375 is the preferred tape for this
purpose.

squeeze-out on the inside corners while the
glue is still moist. The finish you applied will
protect the wood from any water on the rag or
brush you use to clean up the glue.

Gluing the inner lid
Using the slice you set aside earlier (and
hopefully already sanded and finished), cut the
inner lid and bottom to fit in the rabbets you
cut when profiling the sides. You want a snug fit

but it should not be so tight that it springs the
corners when you get it in place. Once you’ve
got the fit fine-tuned, set aside the inner
bottom and apply a thin line of glue to the edge
of the inner lid and wipe the inside face (the
finished face) clean. It will be difficult to clean
squeeze-out from the inside of this joint, so you
don’t want excess glue here. Do NOT apply a
line of glue to the rabbet – it will squeeze out
into the box. Slip the inner lid into the rabbet
and apply your cauls and clamps. Make sure
your cauls fit inside the edges of the rabbet so
that the lid is pushed to the bottom of the
rabbet.

Using the offcuts you saved when you cut the
miters to create the sides, set your blade height
so that is leaves about 1/64” – thin enough to
cut with a knife, thick enough to hold the parts
together. Carefully run all four sides through
the saw, then cut the top from the bottom with

Splitting the bottom from lid
The shallow dado you created on the outside of
the laminated stock gives you a reference for
aligning your cut. Your kerf should align with
the edge of the dado that is closer to the top of
the box with the blade just kissing the edge of
the dado.

a utility knife. Clean off any debris with a plane
or a knife, then sand the joining faces smooth.
To insure you’re keeping the matching faces
flat, place a sheet of sandpaper on a flat
surface, like your table saw, and move the box
across the paper.

Fitting the lid to the bottom
The rabbet on the inside of the lid is formed
from the dado you cut when profiling the
laminated sandwich. You should have cut that
to exactly the depth of the inner stock. Now it’s
time to cut the rabbet on the bottom to its final
dimensions, to accept the rabbet in the lid.
Using the same down-spiral ¼” bit as before, set
the depth of cut to the height of the existing
shallow rabbet. (This should be ¼” minus the
kerf of your blade.) You will need to creep up on
the correct depth so that you have a snugly
fitting lid. Since my stock is 3/16” and my
existing rabbet is the depth of the dado I
originally cut (1/16”), my first pass is 1/16”, next
pass is 1/32”, then I just nudge up on the final
dimension until I have a near piston fit. I have
an Incra fence that allows this sort of fine
adjustment. If you don’t have this sort of fence,
you might make the cut by placing a number of
shims (e.g., index cards) between the box and
the fence and remove them one at a time until
you achieve the desired fit.
Using the same method as for the inner lid, now
glue the inner bottom to the box.

The finish lid and bottom
Carefully plane the edges of the top and bottom
so they are flush with the inner lid and bottom.
Sand flat as you did when you split the lid from
the bottom.
Cut the outer lid and bottom, leaving an
allowance of ¼” to ½”. Glue each in turn to the
box, using plywood or other cauls on each side
of the box. The outer lid/bottom is prone to
slide when you tighten the clamps, so pay
attention to where it ends up. Make sure there
is enough material proud of the box edges to be
able to trim and finish the lid.

The lid and bottom in the boxes pictured at the
start of this article have a 1/16” lip beyond the
face of the box. To cut this accurately, use a
spacer block to offset the box side from your
saw fence, then cut all four sides, sliding the
spacer with box as you cut. If you want the sides
flush, use this method to trim close to the face,
then plane, sand, or use a flush trim router bit
to cut flush to the surface.
All that’s left is sanding and finishing the
outside of the box. Sanding is best done with
the top and bottom together so you don’t
round the edges where they meet.
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I use the Highland Hardware Woodslicer blade. This
is a 3-4TPI x .025” variable pitch blade that with a
little care will produce the required three slices
from a 7/8” board. There is nothing magical about
the 3/16” thickness, so if necessary, plane a little
thinner to get three slices from your original board.
There are two approaches to setting your fence
when resawing. One approach is to set the fence so
that the piece on the fence side is the desired
thickness. This method has the advantage that if
you are cutting multiple pieces of the same
thickness you don’t have to move the fence each
time. It has the disadvantage that if the fence is not
parallel to the blade, the piece you are cutting is
slightly wedge-shaped, as is the stock piece that’s
left. If you then make another cut with the stock in
the same orientation, you will double the wedge
angle. After several sliced you have a seriously
wedged board. You can compensate by flipping the
board end-to-end, keeping the same face against
the fence. This way the error is removed after the
even numbered cuts.

The alternative is to set the fence so that the slice
you are cutting is on the side of the blade away
from the fence. Each subsequent cut requires
moving the fence. On the other hand, the cuts are
always parallel to one another so you don’t have to
flip the workpiece after each cut.
Regardless of the method you use, it’s generally
good practice to joint the sawn face of the stock so
your slice has one good face to go into the planer.

Thank you to Derek Roff for his careful
reading of drafts of this article and his edits
that made several steps much clearer.

